
LUSU Policy (39/1516) 

LUSU Motion: Self-Defining Electorates 

Union Notes  

1. Liberation officers are the union’s leaders of their relevant campaigns  
2. Liberation officers each represent a specific liberation group within the student body  
3. Currently members outside these liberation groups can out-vote those who define into 

them  
4. Some students’ identities change over time.  

Union Believes  

1. By having self-defining electorates it increases the legitimacy of the liberation officers.  
2. A voting system that is not able of facilitate elections with self-defining electorates:  

a. Impedes our democratic process  
b. Should not be used  

3. Self-defining electorates allows candidates to run purely on what their liberation group 
wants rather than pander to the wider student body.  

4. Self-definition is the only definition.  
5. That LUSU should never question anyone's identity  
6. Lying about one's identity (unless in fear of being outed or to avoid increased 

oppression) is an act of discrimination  
7. That student’s whose identities change over time should always be respected; 

particularly at the time of voting  

Union Resolves  

1. To make the four liberation officers (CCO: LGBTQ+, CCO Women’s Liberation, CCO: 
Ethnic Minorities and CCO Students with disabilities) elections be run with self-defining 
electorates  

2. For elections to only use how the individual defines at the time of voting for each 
election.  

3. For all Co-options of liberation officers to be run inside their relevent forums  
4. To work on making Mi-voice (the current election system) capable of administering 

elections with self-defining electorates.  
5. If there are no adequate methods for the election to be run through Mi-voice then we 

will use a different election system  
6. To follow the recommendations as prescribed in the supporting document  

 

Proposer: Anna Lee  

Seconder: Lex Elliott, Maab Saifeldin, Toby Atkinson, Cameron Halse, Tom Routh, Cian Jarvis, Jenni 
Dybell and Elleni Harpa 


